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Whitepaper

Accident prevention through AI & Blockchain
By predicting and preventing accidents before they can occur, Safeguard ensures that people are able to safely return home after a day’s work.
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The problem we solve
Every day, thousands of people are faced with work-related injuries and safety threats, with an estimated 10 fatal accidents per day in the US alone. Apart from peoples’ livelihoods and health being at stake, the costs of workplace injuries are also immense; with the EU spending an estimated 476,000,000,000 euros each year, despite European working conditions being deemed relatively safe. There is no effective limit for money transactions in Bitcoin. You can actually spend all Bitcoins in one transaction. Trading bots, such as The News Spy, determine when to buy and sell assets that the trader wants to make the most profit. The news spy ausführlicher test will provide you with in-depth details on how it works and how reliable the bot is.  
Trading includes buying and selling of bitcoins. You can find the best ways to kjøpe bitcoin here, which includes a list of the best platforms to buy bitcoins that has been sorted based on a variety of factors and preferences.




Our existing solution
Safeguard’s current App & Dashboard crisis communication platform provides a measurable solution to this problem, enabling small and large organizations such a KPN, BAM and the Amsterdam Arena to manage their safety practices at an operational level, whilst also providing them with accumulated safety data. This safety data is generated for the sake of streamlining safety management processes, enabling cost- and time-saving over the long term.
www.safeguard-app.com


Future solution
The Safeguard Protocol: An ecosystem that combines Machine Learning and data input sources to predict various types of workplace accidents and hazardous situations. With this system, company personnel can notify others of the prediction through the decentralised Safeguard crisis communication platform, thereby facilitating the outcome of accident pervention.
The Safeguard Protocol will be overseen by the Safeguard Foundation, a not-for profit organization with the mission of universalising safety-tech and making it accessible to as many as people as possible.








“Each year, countless people get injured at work, affecting livelihoods and costing business owners an average of $2000 a year per employee. By 2022, we aim to reduce such injuries by 20%, saving businesses $400 per employee each year and ultimately making sure that everyone arrives home safely after a day's work”

- Ingmar Vroege, CEO Safeguard


The Safeguard Protocol
The Blockchain-based Safeguard Protocol and its associated ecosystem will act as a safety-tech platform which others can use and contribute to. Hereby, organizations and developers are empowered to co-develop particular use cases and specifications on top of the platform’s core functionalities. To achieve this, the current (licensed) Safeguard Platform is going to be converted into an entirely open-source ecosystem. The Safeguard Token (SGT), forms a pivotal part of this ecosystem, enabling users with access to the Protocol whilst facilitating the incentivization of code contributors.


The Safeguard Token sale

The Safeguard Token (SGT) forms a pivotal part of this ecosystem, and is an NEP-5 based token with various functionalities. Within our ecosystem, it enables users with access to the Protocol whilst facilitating the incentivization of code contributors.
Find out more about our Token Sale:
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Team-member talks

Max gives a quick demonstration of the current Safeguard system.





Albert from Develandoo talks about Safeguard and AI.





Gertjan talks about the importance of fallbacks in safety systems.





Arjan Pelders explains his involvement in the growth of Safeguard.





Manuela from Startupbootcamp talks about her involvement with Safeguard.





Erich talks about content strategy.





Walter explains the development process of Safeguard.





Wouter on Android development for Safeguard.







Roadmap and Development
	
Q4 2015
Proof of Concept of the Safeguard platform

First proof of concept in the Amphia hospital in The Netherlands.


	
Q2 2016
Alpha version of the Safeguard platform

First version of our iOS, Android and Web version, available for selected users from Amphia.


	
Q3 2016
Beta version of the Safeguard platform

Roll out of the Safeguard platform at Amphia and several other selected clients.


	
Q4 2016
Public release of the Safeguard platform

Clients are able to see available emergency responders and can notify them via the platform.


	
Q3 2017
Sold other ventures

To work full time on Safeguard.


	
Q4 2017
Drafting of white paper

Translating the vision of accident prevention into a white paper for our accident-prevention AI, in combination with the design of a micro-economy in which data can be shared.



	
June 2018
Pre-sale for Safeguard Tokens

Start of the private pre-sale. This round will last for 14 days.


	
Q2 2018
Crowdsale for Safeguard Tokens

Start of the public crowdsale. This round will last 24 days and is only available for people that completed the white list procedure.


	
Q3 2018
Open Source

Open sourcing of the current Safeguard platform.


	
Q3 2018
Alpha version of Oracles framework

Ability for other developers to create Oracles and connect them to the existing Safeguard platform


	
Q4 2018
Beta & Release of Oracles framework

Finalisation of the capability of connecting to and requesting from Oracles.


	
Q4 2018
Alpha version of the first Safeguard AI Oracle

Start of investigating the data sets for pattern recognition and development of the learning module of the AI.


	
Q1 2019
Alpha & Beta of decentralised Safeguard

Releasing the Alpha & Beta version of Safeguard’s full-spectrum, Blockchain-based decentralised platform.


	
Q1 2019
Beta version of the first Safeguard AI Oracle

Beta release of the first Safeguard AI Oracle for accident prediction and prevention.


	
Q2 2019
Release of decentralised Safeguard

Releasing Safeguard’s full-spectrum, Blockchain-based decentralised platform.


	
Q2 2019
Beta & Release of Oracles connection

Oracles can be connected to the decentralised blockchain platform.


	
Q2 2019
Release of the first Safeguard AI Oracle

Beta release of the first Safeguard AI Oracle for accident prediction and prevention.


	
2019
Expansion in Europe

Expansion of the Safeguard app and safety-management platform into other European countries.


	
2019
Expansion to Asia

Introduction of the entire Safeguard ecosystem in Asia, including the app, safety-management platform, Oracles, and AI prediction and prevention model.


	
2020
Expansion to North America

Roll-out into North America of the Safeguard app and safety-management platform. The AI prediction and prevention model will be introduced into the North American market.





Our core team
As a team, we have worked on various successful projects within different companies, from startups to large corporations. Together, we have grown from strength to strength over a period of several years, equipping us with a distinct, collective skill set of developing and selling complex, scalable products in short time periods.
Ingmar Vroege
Co-Founder & CEO





Gertjan Leemans
Co-Founder & CTO





Maarten Zonneveld
iOS & Blockchain developer





Bob de Graaf
Data scientist / AI Developer





Max Wijburg
Business Development





Erik van Eekelen
UI/UX Designer





Walter van der Stelt
Product Manager & Support





Jeroen Jansze
Data scientist / AI Developer





Gino Taselaar
Growth Marketeer





Pascal van Steen
Growth Marketeer





Erich Rickens
Growth & Content





Wouter Janssen
Android Developer





Jannick van Ballegooijen
Frontend Developer





Zehna van den Berg
iOS & Blockchain Developer





Sophie Veldhof
Legal





Ramon Steur
Finance Manager








Our advisors
Albert Stepanyan
AI Advisor, CEO @ Develandoo





Manuela Krull-Mancinelli
Blockchain Entrepeneur, MD @ Startupbootcamp





Arjan Pelders
Business Executive & Former MD at PON Power





Paul Stomph
Smart Solutions Developer @ Royal HaskoningDHV





Robert Schoormans
Chief safety & fire advisor





Eric Carbijn
Owner at Oblivion, Dutch leader in AWS Consultancy





Ivo Jonkers
Public speaker about blockchain








Community & involvement
Please join us on Telegram to provide feedback on the white paper. To be part of our active community or learn more about what we do:
Visit our product website here.
Join our Telegram community here.
Follow us on Twitter here.
Follow us on Facebook here.
Follow us on Medium here.
Or email us here.

TelegramTwitterMediumRedditFacebookMail us


